
Upper body clothes:

MW-件
Size-小号/中号/大号
Add color choices
你喜欢什么颜色的 upper body clothes?
我喜欢color的。

Task 1: write a similar paragraph, change 
the shoes to a piece of upper body 
clothes.(20%)

这 MW item

TASK 2: Speaking task. (QUZLET-01/08 
speaking reference) (10%)

Find a partner, choose one your task 1 to 
speak, come to Ms Feng when you are 
ready to present.

You want to buy what?

I want to buy a pair of 
leather boots.

You wear which size’s 
shoes?

Five and half. I can try 
this pair 吗？

Of course you can. 
How’s this pair? Do 
they fit?

They fit quite well, I 
like them very much, 
how much?

One thousand and two 
hundred.

Too expensive, I am not 
buying them. 
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You want to buy what?

I want to buy a pair of 
leather boots.

You wear which size’s 
shoes?

Five and half. I can try 
this pair 吗？

Of course you can. 
How’s this pair? Do 
they fit?

They fit quite well, I 
like them very much, 
how much?

One thousand and two 
hundred.

Too expensive, I am not 
buying them. 

件+ upper body clothes

upper body clothes?

小号/中号/大号

件

这件怎么样？

Make up a price 
（example）

235.93
二百三十五块九毛三
hundred

Buck(s)

Dime(s)

你喜欢什么颜色的 upper body clothes?
我喜欢color的。

/ 好，我买。

TASK 1:
REFERENCE

You want to buy what?



TASK 
3 
(20%)

REFERENCE : TEXT for TASK 1&2
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Subject + 在 + place + 工作。

Subject + 特别/非常/很 + like + 喜欢+ wear 
+ something.

Subject + 特别/非常/很 + 爱 (love)+ wear + 
something.

1

2

3

This MW Item + 不太 + fit.
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Task 4: QUIZLET instructions –十七 – 10 measure words 

Flashcards – Write the words on your paper. (Characters & English)

1. Learn - Make sure you finish 100% to RECEIVE your point.

3. Write – Make sure you finish 100% to RECEIVE your point.

4. MATCH – Make sure you are under 25 seconds to RECEIVE your point.

5. TEST – set up your test like this, you will need at least 90%  to RECEIVE your point. 

Question count: 10
Answer with: Chinese, English
Question Types:
True/false
Multiple choice

2_______ 3_______ 4_______ 5_______ ________6_______ 7_______ 8_______ 9_______ 10_______

1________


